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Welcome to the latest edition of the Silver 
State Massage Express, Newsletter of the 
AMTA-Nevada Chapter! 

Thank you very much for coming out to 
the AMTA-NV Chapter Annual Convention, where 
members attended the Annual Chapter Meeting 
and the 4 Educational Opportunities that the 
chapter facilitated.  Thanks also goes out to the 
presenters:  Brad Enerson, Linda White, Tom 
Gordy, and Michelle Viesselman. 

This month we feature a new series of 
professional development articles from Jenn 
Sommermann and an interview with a Nevada 
State Board of Massage Therapists member, 
Michelle Viesselman. 

Enjoy this edition! 
 
David J Otto            
Newsletter Editor 
Newsletter@AMTA-NV.org 
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Greetings!! 
The Nevada chapter held its annual conference 

and chapter meeting April 23-24.  We had a great time 
networking with all the attending Members and 
massage therapists from around the state and 
interacting with the vendors (Omni Massage Systems, 
Helios, Arbonne, and the Bodywork Concierge).  
Everyone who attended continuing education classes 
added great tools to their practice tool bags.  Many 
items donated by a variety of companies were raffled 
during the chapter meeting and during the continuing 
education classes. 
Drawing Winners: 
Olevia Joseph �   Arbonne products 
Stephan Dahan �  Biotone products bag 
Terry Kunz �   Biotone oil 
Karen Lasko �   Biotone products bag 
Jody Allen �  Watercolors gift certificates 

and stationery 
Glenda Compton �  The Back Care Store Small Ball 

exercise video 
Glenda Slatkin �  The Back Care Store yoga 

videos 

This Year�s State Convention Report     by Shari Mirgon 
 Barbara Olterano �  Biofreeze gift basket 

Rosa Osborn �   Biotone aromatherapy products 
Brad Enerson �  Koala Company (bottles of balm & 

eucalyptus) 
Corneliu Salagean �  Whole Foods gift certificate 
Laura Bernadotte �  Helios gift box 

During our chapter meeting Michelle Viesselman was 
elected as 2nd vice president and David Otto was elected as 
the chapter�s 2008 delegate to the AMTA national convention 
in Phoenix, Arizona.  Brad Enerson is currently chair of the 
chapter�s finance committee � hopefully, he�ll be our 
Treasurer once a formality is resolved with the national 
organization. 

Brad Enerson brought up the issue of outcall and cross-
gender massage licensing challenges in the Las 
Vegas/Henderson area.  He had a very difficult time 
renewing his license in Las Vegas because his city of origin 
(Henderson) required his business name in a different format 
than was required in Las Vegas.  There was discussion about 
how to get laws changed.  Members were encouraged to 
contact their county/city representatives to discuss changing  

                                             Continued on Page 4, State Convention 

 

Special Thanks:  Spring Mines and Jayar Tolentino, for assisting with assembling 
the Winter Edition of the Silver State Massage Express!  Hat�s off to you! 

http://www.AMTA
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The future calls!  Are we, massage 
therapists, ready to step forward and take our 
rightful place as medical professionals?  To do so, 
we need to form alliances that will serve the 
purpose of furthering massage therapy as a 
medical discipline and form the networking that 
will allow us to achieve our bright future in 
Nevada.  We have been afforded a golden 
opportunity to do just that.  The American 
Academy of Pain Management is holding its 17th 
annual conference in Las Vegas, September 27th -
30th, 2007.  Our chapter is invited to participate 
by providing chair massage to the Academy 
members.  

The American Academy of Pain 
Management (AAPM) is a multi-disciplined, non-
profit organization founded in 1988.  Although 
the association has held conferences since 1990, 
massage therapy was not represented prior to the 
2006 conference in Florida.  An invitation to 
participate was extended to and accepted by the 
AMTA-Florida Chapter.   The booth consisted of a 
�medical liaison,� who discussed massage 
therapy�s role in pain management with the 
various health care professionals and distributed 
articles about both fields.  Additionally, chapter 
volunteers were available to provide seated 
massage.  The results of the conference are still 
being felt in Florida.  Initially, many of the 
massage therapists who performed seated 
massage were offered positions with other health 
care professionals.  The far more important 
result is the increase of massage therapy 
referrals from other health care professionals 
who specialize in managing pain. 

AAPM Comes to Red Rock 
Resort 
 
 
 

 
 

By Michelle Viesselman 
 

A Word from:  the Communications Committee 
 

Continued on Page 4, A Word from:� 

What does this mean for us?  In Nevada, it is 
virtually impossible for a massage therapist to direct 
bill an insurance company.  Those of you, who have 
tried it, know the routine:  the treatment may be 
authorized but, when it comes time to pay, the claim 
is denied�Standard Operating Procedure. 

While state licensing is one step in opening up 
the opportunity to direct bill insurance companies, 
we also need to form alliances with other health care 
professionals, especially with those working with pain 
management and rehabilitation.  This is the area 
where we, as massage therapists, SHINE!  We offer 
effective, drug-free, noninvasive treatments that 
provide relief.  Additionally, we assist in removing 
some of the myofascial impediments to 
rehabilitation.   

Because we have these skills, an important 
goal is to be recognized by the pain management 
community of medical professionals as well as the 
general public and government agencies for our value 
to the health care profession.  We�ve taken a major 
step toward establishing our rightful place in the 
health care industry at our annual Chapter meeting 
on April 22nd by voting to participate in the upcoming 
AAPM Conference. Your AMTA Nevada Chapter needs 
you to step forward and SHINE by volunteering to 
perform chair massage at the AMTA-Nevada Chapter 
conference booth.  This is your chance to change the 
way the massage therapy industry is viewed in 
Nevada by fostering the growth of massage as a 
legitimate medical therapy in our state.   

The conference will be held at the Red Rock 
Resort, September 27th -30th, 2007.  Contact me at 
MichelleViesselman@AMTA-NV.org if you�re 
available to donate one or more days to help us 
achieve a bright future for massage therapy in 
Nevada.  Step forward and take charge of your 
future! 
Visit www.AAPainManage.org for more information about 
the organization. 

I write today about the Communications Committee of the AMTA-NV Chapter.  Our traditional duties and methods 
of carrying out the responsibilities of the Communications Committee include publishing a Chapter Newsletter at 
least 3 times per year to the membership with information about Chapter activities coming up and completed, 
how we can locally affect the massage therapy industry as an association, and how you can help by volunteering 
and sharing something about your professional self, including your time.  These duties also include a reverse 
method of communication with the Board and Committee Members of the AMTA-NV Chapter:  receiving calls for 
support and getting your AMTA questions answered.  The Chapter Board and Committee Members are here to 
facilitate and maximize your relationship with the Association and to professionally support your membership. 
We�ve seen many changes and advances in technology in the past year in the AMTA-Nevada Chapter.  Among the 
achievements and new functions in the Communications branch of the Chapter are: 

1. the/design/of/the/CMTC-NV/Chapter/logo/
2. a/new/format/for/the/newsletter/and/name/(Silver State Massage Express)/that/includes/paid/advertising/and/

www.AAPainManage.org
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Michelle Viesselman teaches the Medical Massage 
approach to the afternoon students. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

203 S Water St Ste 200 
Henderson NV 89012-7227 

702.853.9822 

the 
Bodywork Concierge 

    info@theBodyworkConcierge.com  

Do you want 
to assist more 
clients in your 
private 
practice? 
 
Are you 
independently 
licensed in the 
Las Vegas 
Valley? 
 
Are you 
looking for a 
reliable, 
professional 
community to 
which you can 

refer for 
information, 
services, and 
real-time, online 
scheduling of 
clients? 
 
 
Visit us online @ 
www.theBodywork
Concierge.com 
to learn more 
about a new way 
to reach bodywork 
clients� 
 
LMT-owned and 
operated. 

 

 �from page 1, State Convention Report 
 
licensing laws to be less confusing and contradictory across 
entity lines. 

The American Academy of Pain Management will hold its 
annual conference Sept 27th -30th, 2007 at the Red Rock Hotel 
and Casino, Las Vegas.  The Nevada chapter will provide free 
chair massage at this conference in an effort to promote 
massage as a method of managing pain.  See the article 
written by Michelle Viesselman concerning this conference, 
the chapter�s purpose, and the need for volunteers. 

Brad Enerson brought up the FDA proposed regulation to 
regulate lotions/oils used by the massage therapy profession 
and urged anyone interested in the matter to write their 
congressman. 

Billie Shea, Chairman and Lisa Cooper, Executive 
Director of the Nevada Board of Massage Therapy discussed 
state licensure following the close of the chapter meeting.  
See their website massagetherapy.nv.gov for information 
about applying for state licensure for currently-practicing 
applicants wanting a grandfathered state license and new 
applicants. 

Now is your last opportunity to register for Linda White�s 
Osteo-Symmetry® class.  You will be able to earn 12 
continuing education hours (12 CEHs).  The class will be held 
May 21st -22nd at the Henderson Convention Center at 200 S 
Water Street, meeting room Sierra B/C.  The cost of 
registering for the class is $325.  See the chapter website 
www.amta-nv.org for a registration form and more 
information about OsteoSymmetry®. 

The chapter will hold an Education Event again in Reno 
later this year.  The date and exact location are to be 
determined. 

The Gold Coast did an outstanding job hosting the 
conference!  They were a delight to work with and everyone 
was quite pleased with their professionalism.  Because of 
their positive attitude, the Board of Directors for the chapter 
agreed to hold the 2008 Annual Conference at the Gold Coast 
next year on June 2nd & 3rd, 2008.  More information will 
follow.  
Have a great summer!  Wishing all of you great blessings and 
opportunities for your practices! 
 

® 

publishing/of/Member-/and/Featured-Cuthor/-
written/articles/

3. the/development/and/implementation/of/the/
website,/CMTC-NV.org/

4. the/establishment/of/two-way/email/
communication/with/the/Board/Members//

and we have many more developments on the 
horizon in order to serve our Members better and 
more efficiently: 

1. We/are/developing/an/online/purchasing/
program/using/PayPal/as/the/medium/for/
securing/registrations/for/educational/
opportunities/the/Chapter/makes/available/to/
its/Members/(and/non-Members)/throughout/
the/year/

2. Streamlining/the/publishing/of/the/Silver State 
Massage Express/by/using/a/publishing/house/
to/produce/and/mail/the/newsletter/

3. Initiating/an/email/campaign/to/collect,/store,/
and/distribute/the/newsletter/and/important,/
timely/news/to/the/Members/whom/the/news/
affects,/thereby/cost-/and/time-effectively/
getting/information/into/your/inbox,/and/
ultimately,/addressing/your/CMTC/and/
professional/concerns/

If you prefer to receive the SSME by email or any 
other email regarding your AMTA-NV activities and 
projects, please contact me at Newsletter@AMTA-
NV.org with your email address. 
We Invite you to use the website www.AMTA-
NV.org to contact the Board, register for classes, 
find out what�s new AND how to volunteer in your 
Nevada Chapter. 
 
We look forward to Communicating with You! 

- D. Otto 

�from page 2, A Word from: 

www.theBodywork
www.amta
www.AMTA
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Please Welcome the 
newest members of 
AMTA-NV! 
Juan R. Becerra 
Denise M. Blacklidge 
Batista V. Davis 
Luc Deladoeuille 
Robert Difillippo 
Brenda Duke 
Alice E Fielder 
Rebecca Gentile 
Michael J. Gjurich 
Abby Haddad 
Tanya L. Harbecke 
Siphiwe Meilani Harris 
Marcie Herman 
Jeanine Kilbourn 
Bonnie Kopf 
Casey Lewis 
JD McCormick 
Jennifer Miller 

Claudine Moyer 
Denise Pokrinchak 
Robert Scott Roberson 
Lesley Ann Runge 
Caroline Sedgwick 
Kyle Sigmon 
Lorraine (Raina) Snow 
Clara W. Swope 
Maria Ventura 
Donna J.Webb 
Luydmila Willingham 
Wendy Wood 
Laina Zacharias 
And our newest members 
from another state! 
Jennifer Botzenhart** 
Michael Herzog** 
Kathy Rochelle 
     Holcombe** 
Rebecca Mantor  
     Koutecky** 

edition. 
 

 

Charmaine April 
Angela  
     Moore** 
Susan C. Nicaise** 
Athena M. Perusse** 
Ann Rau** 
Gary Snider** 
Jonathan Tomas** 
Sara Ann  
     Vasilauskas** 
Jessica Wheeler** 
Selena L Anduze 
Kathleen M Nagy 
Britney Pilkington 
Laura Shulman 
Larisa Victorovna 
     Wald 
Jessica Wheeler 
 

** These members were not 
included in last February�s 

Upcoming Chapter 
Events 

Upcoming National 
Events 

September 26th � 29th 

AMTA National Convention 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Hilton Cincinnati 
Questions?  Contact Gilda Mitchell: 
877.905.2700, ext. 157 or 
GMitchell@amtamassage.org 
 
For questions about the above events, please email a 
Board member or visit http://www.amtamassage.org 

May 21st & 22nd - CEH Opportunity 
Henderson, NV 
Introduction of Osteo-Symmetry 
Therapy® - REGISTRATION FORM ONLINE! 
 
August 1st � Volunteer your ideas & 
thoughts 
Deadline for next Newsletter 
Submit your articles & advertisements! 
 
September 27th�30th � Chapter Activity 
Las Vegas, NV 
AAPM Convention, Red Rock Resort 
 
If you have any questions about the above events for a Board 
member, please email OR visit http://www.amta-nv.org 

A National Licensing Exam?  
An interview with NSBMT member Michelle Viesselman 
 
Q:  The NSBMT does not require maintenance of certification by 
the NCBTMB for its applicants or licensees, but at this time new 
applicants must have passed the NCE in order to qualify for 
licensure.  Will the NSBMT continue to use the NCE as a benchmark 
for professional competency when considering applications for 
massage therapy licensure in NV?  
A:  Yes, there is ongoing conversation and research on the Board to 
find better and more applicable tests for applicants.  The Nevada 
massage therapy law permits the NSBMT to seek and/or create an 
exam as well. 
Q:  Has the NSBMT considered other forms of professional 
competency evaluation, like the Federation of State Massage 
Therapy Board�s competency exam, under which 20 states� Boards 
of Massage Therapy have participated and are members?   
A:  Yes, we are a young organization and we are looking in all 
directions to build a strong foundation.  There is a possibility of a 
hands-on practical in the future in addition to the written exam that 
is being used.  The NCBTMB�s NCE is the current written exam by 
which we determine competency of the applicants, and there is 
always the question of the State�s ability to affiliate with a particular 
organization.  The questions will be answered through research and 
presentation of the available information about the affiliation with a 
particular evaluation method.  The FSMTB will be considered as an 
alternative evaluation method.  Right now, we are looking exclusively 
at the State of Nevada, but we are monitoring the other states using 
alternate means of evaluation and their affiliations � we want to work 
for the massage therapists as well as the public in creating the 
opportunity of reciprocal arrangements with other states, so having 
common means of evaluation and licensing will help us do that. 
Q:  At this time, is the NSBMT considering implementing its own 
written and/or practical exam in order to qualify massage 
therapist applicants in Nevada?   
A: It is not on the agenda at this time.  The possibility is open and 
research is being conducted.  The answer to the process of making 
this happen is very long and requires the 
Board maintain the administration and 
records of the exam(s) � the NCE allows 
the Board an accessibility feature (through 
times, locations, and costs of 
administering the exam) that it cannot 
provide for applicants at this time. 
 
I also asked Michelle if professionals or 
the General Public can present ideas or 
opinions to the Board for consideration or 
review.  She says at their monthly NSBMT 
meetings, they put time on the agenda to 
hear statements from non-Board members. 
Visit http://massagetherapy.nv.gov to 
find out when the next NSBMT meeting is 
and where it is held in your area (Reno, 
Las Vegas). 

- D. Otto 

http://www.amtamassage.
http://www.amta
http://massagetherapy.nv.gov
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• Relocation 
• Job change 
• Loss of job 
• Not getting the same value or perceived benefits 
• Interested in trying new modalities in healthcare 
• Loss of interest 

• Found more suitable therapist for them at that time 
• No longer satisfied with the services 
• Bad experience 
• No good reason 
• OUT OF SIGHT, OUT OF MIND 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  Where oh where have my former clients gone?  This is a question we all ask ourselves.  What ever happens to some 
clients?  Was it something we said, something we did or didn�t do?  In order to be successful and have a full practice, it 
is important to understand why clients stay and why clients leave your practice.  Some of the answers may surprise you.  
Some reasons make sense and others are beyond our control. Whatever the answers, information is power and it is 
imperative to the success of your business to understand what is happening and what you can do about it. 
 

So you have been seeing a client for several years and all of a sudden, they disappear.  They don�t reschedule and they 
don�t call.  What happened?  Well, short of asking them (and I do suggest that therapists survey some of their closer 
clients for these answers), you cannot assume you know the answer.  Some of the reasons clients discontinue treatment 
are: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As you can see from the list, some things have nothing to do with you and would not warrant you trying to reactive 
them.  If a client moves out of state, unless they come back to visit friends, you are not likely to see them on your table 
again. Depending on how long your therapeutic relationship has been, you may have known about their relocation in 
advance.   
 

I have found that when most clients discontinue treatment, they do so because you have slipped from their minds and 
consciousness.  You know the saying, �Out of sight, out of mind��. nothing could be truer in the massage industry, 
especially in the absence of pain.  If your client is in pain, massage may be at the forefront of their minds. If you provide 
relaxation and maintenance massages, you may easily slip from people�s minds as they go about their daily activities.  
 

So what to do?�  REACTIVATE THEM.  After all, reactivating is easier and less expensive then drumming up new clients.  
Since you have already enjoyed a therapeutic relationship with these people, they trust you, they like you and they have 
an affinity for massage.  In essence, they are already trained.  All you have to do is plant the seed and call them back 
into your practice.  You may need to provide an incentive but it is well worth it.   
 

Here is what reactivation looks like in my practice.  When I have not seen a client for say, two months, I send a hand 
written letter. I find that the personal touch is better and clients seem to respond more favorably than an email or 
phone call.  In it I say that I am thinking of them, that I hope they are well and taking care of themselves and that I am 
here for them if they need a massage.  That�s it.  Sometimes I follow it up with a phone call a week later but often the 
phone is ringing before I get the chance. 
 

The response is amazing.  I have about a 75% reactivation success rate.  My former clients are delighted that I thought of 
them and wished them well.  They are surprised I took the time to contact them and they are usually very anxious to 
resume the therapeutic relationship.   
 

Reactivation does not have to be complicated and can be very successful.  If you go through your files 
on a monthly basis, you can probably find a few clients each month to reach out to. I send about two or 
three reactivation letters each month and it keeps the energy of the practice flowing.  If you really 
believe in taking care of your clients, this step should be very easy for you. 
 

So now that you have them back in your practice, you must keep them there.  Remember they probably 
dropped off because you were out of sight, out of mind.  So how do you fix that?  Well, that�s a topic for 
another article. Stay tuned and in the meantime, 
 

Stay focused. 
 

 

Jenn Sommermann, LCMT is sole proprietor of Massage by Land & Sea, licensed by the state of New York, nationally certified and a 
member of AMTA since 1992.  Jenn owned a successful wellness clinic in Boston for 12 years.  Selling that business in 2003 enabled her to 
relocate and at present, Jenn is both business teacher and chair of business department at Swedish Institute in Manhattan. With previous 
teaching experience at Muscular Therapy Institute and New England School of Acupuncture, Jenn continues to reach a broader audience offering 
continuing education in practice management throughout the country.  In addition, Jenn consults and coaches allied healthcare providers in all 
aspects of business.  Jenn is on the NY Board of Directors for the AMTA and coordinates the NYC/LI Unit of 1900+ members.  Publications of 
Jenn�s work can be found in Massage Today, Mostly Massage (Australia) and NYS AMTA In Touch newsletter. For samples of her writing, go to her 
website and view Articles. www.jennsommermann.com  
 

Reactivating Clients                 � Jenn Sommermann, LCMT 
 

www.jennsommermann.com
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Welcome to your newest edition of the Silver State Massage Express � Newsletter of the AMTA-Nevada 

Chapter!  Inside, you will find professionally useful information to utilize in your practice and professional 

development.  You will also find opportunities to interact with your Chapter Board and other Massage 

Therapists, who are always available and eager to answer your questions and consider the issues you are 

facing in the world of Massage Therapy. If you know of any massage therapists who can use the information 

published in this quarterly newsletter, please pass it on.  We are always looking for members to bolster the 

activities and contribute to the community of our membership.  Thank you for reading, and please contact 

the editor with any suggestions about what type of information you would like to see in future editions. 
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